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Endo Air Hoist Ehl-1Tw
1000Kg/3M Lift, Pull Cord
Control, Top Hook Suspension,2
Fall Chain
SKU: 400480

Boasting a formidable lifting capacity ranging from 1000kg to
6000kg, the Endo Air Hoist – EHL-TW offers an exceptional
solution for your heavy-duty lifting requirements. Its design
incorporates an alloy steel, surface-hardened load chain,
renowned for its superior toughness and resistance to wear,
providing a durable and reliable choice for lifting tasks.

The hoist comes equipped with air travel trolley and is
operated with a 4 Button Pendant Control.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The EHL-1TW steps up on versatility with its extendable load chain feature, accommodating various
lifting heights. Simplified operations are at the core of this model, with a standard pull cord offering
intuitive lift control. For those preferring button-type control, the availability of a pendant switch
presents an alternative option.

Safety in operation is a critical aspect of the EHL-6TW, mirroring Endo’s unwavering commitment to
secure lifting practices. The top hook suspension and two fall of chain design enhance stability,
ensuring your load stays secure throughout the lift.

The Endo Air Hoist – EHL-1TW embodies Endo’s dedication to performance excellence and operational
safety in lifting procedures. Opt for the EHL-6TW for a reliable, precise, and safe lifting solution that
empowers productivity in your workspace.
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Rated
load
(kg)

Stroke
(m)

Air pressure
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Air
consumption

(m³/min)

Chain
(size x

fall)

Air
inlet

Mass
(kg)

EHL-1TW 1,000 3 0.4(4) 3.7 0.95 6.3×2 Rp 1/2 26.0
EHL-1TW 1,000 3 0.5(5) 4.5 1.3 6.3×2 Rp 1/2 26.0

https://www.powerpac.co.nz/shop/plant-equipment/specialist-products/endo-air-hoists/endo-air-hoist-ehl-1tw-1000kg-3m-lift-pull-cord-control-top-hook-suspension2-fall-chain/
https://www.powerpac.co.nz/shop/plant-equipment/specialist-products/endo-air-hoists/endo-air-hoist-ehl-1tw-1000kg-3m-lift-pull-cord-control-top-hook-suspension2-fall-chain/
https://www.powerpac.co.nz/shop/plant-equipment/specialist-products/endo-air-hoists/endo-air-hoist-ehl-1tw-1000kg-3m-lift-pull-cord-control-top-hook-suspension2-fall-chain/
https://www.powerpac.co.nz/shop/plant-equipment/specialist-products/endo-air-hoists/endo-air-hoist-ehl-1tw-1000kg-3m-lift-pull-cord-control-top-hook-suspension2-fall-chain/
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EHL-1TW 1,000 3 0.6(6) 5.2 1.65 6.3×2 Rp 1/2 26.0


